CHESS TOURNAMENT

Much Interest Is Being Shown This Semester.

The officers of the Chess Club are very much pleased with the interest which is being shown in chess this semester. Almost any noon half a dozen games may be found in progress in the Union, and with the regular practice a number of the men are consistently putting up strong games. The first round of the Chess Tournament which is now going on is completed, and has produced some very good play. The results of this round are as follows: Jones won from Gordon 2-0, Leavitt won from Paris 2-0, Baxter won from Drummey by default, Baldwin won from Baker 2-0, Woodbridge won from Kinsgberg 2-0, Neumann won from Springfiel 2-0, Deen won from Dunlap 2-0, and Johnston won from Sears 2-1.

GLEE CLUB REHEARSAL

There will be a special rehearsal of the Glee Club at 5 o'clock today in the Union. The officers of the Glee Club have been working very hard and the rehearsal will be a very interesting one. The Glee Club evening needs no advertising. The most attractive cafe in the Back Bay
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SCHOLARSHIPS ARE ON THE INCREASE:
Report to Faculty Shows That Grants to Freshmen Were Not Misplaced.

A very interesting report has been presented to the Faculty of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, which sets forth the statistics of scholarship. Of the number of students who either-wise would have been financially un-capable to prosecute their studies. It is of interest to note that the educational achievement of the student is technical colleges represents.

The scholarships at the Institute are intended to be helpful to deserving young men of slender means. There are available funds which can be utilized to the benefit of the young men who study at Tech. The fund cannot be used to support various activities of the students, but it is available for the support of educational achievement which is being shown in chess this semester. With the regular practice a number of the men are consistently putting up strong games. The first round of the Chess Tournament which is now going on is completed, and has produced some very good play. The results of this round are as follows: Jones won from Gordon 2-0, Leavitt won from Paris 2-0, Baxter won from Drummey by default, Baldwin won from Baker 2-0, Woodbridge won from Kinsgberg 2-0, Neumann won from Springfiel 2-0, Deen won from Dunlap 2-0, and Johnston won from Sears 2-1.
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